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Abstract: Geospatial data is used not only to contemplate reality but also, in combination with ana-
lytical tools, to generate new information that requires interpretation. In this process data users gain 
knowledge about the data and its limitations (the user side of data quality) as well as knowledge on 
the status and evolutions of the studied phenomena. Knowledge can be annotations on top of the 
data, responses to questions, a careful description of the processes applied, a piece of software code 
or scripts applied to the data, usage reports or a complete scientific paper. This paper proposes an 
extension of the current Open Geospatial Consortium standard for Geospatial User Feedback to 
include the required knowledge elements, and a practical implementation. The system can incre-
mentally collect, store, and communicate knowledge elements created by users of the data and keep 
them linked to the original data by means of permanent data identifiers. The system implements a 
Web API to manage feedback items as a frontend to a database. The paper demonstrates how a 
JavaScript widget accessing this API as a client can be easily integrated into existing data catalogues, 
such as the ECOPotential web service or the GEOEssential data catalogue, to collectively collect and 
share knowledge. 
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1. Introduction 
The application of the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable (FAIR) prin-

ciples for data [1] results in the existence of data catalogues that give access to numerous 
data resources. Users usually interact with this data with the objective of analyzing it and 
extracting new conclusions. In the process, they accumulate information and gain 
knowledge about the data they use, as well as about the tools they work with. In the sci-
entific domain, at the end of the process, if the results are original and innovative, this 
knowledge is communicated by writing a scientific paper. On the other hand, governmen-
tal agencies publish their results as reports. These ways of disseminating results have 
three main problems: Firstly, experiences, results and conclusions become disconnected 
from the data repositories where the original data is available; secondly, many important 
details about the data itself are lost in the effort of summarizing the conclusions; and 
thirdly, this information is published only at the end of the process, preventing collective 
creation of knowledge. 

This paper addresses these three issues by studying the current approaches to par-
ticipative research and development and proposes a way to connect data to dynamic 
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knowledge. The approach is based on a mechanism originally designed to provide user 
feedback on data, in order to complement and clarify the data quality characterization 
reported by a provider in the metadata. A 2013 report by the US National Research Coun-
cil (NRC) [2] suggests that feedback can be used to transmit knowledge, but does not sug-
gest any concrete recommendation on how to implement this in practice. The solution 
presented in this paper is a response to this suggestion. The approach deals with 
knowledge by aggregating and collecting elements originating from different participants 
and linking them dynamically to the data sources. This solution contrasts with other ap-
proaches such as the Data–Information–Knowledge–Wisdom (DIKW) paradigm [3] pro-
posed by the Group on Earth Observations (GEO), which is based on an information pack-
age. 

This paper is structured in the following sections: Section 2 reviews the literature. 
From this, and from the authors’ past experiences in implementing user feedback, a set of 
use cases is extracted. Section 3 presents research methodology, based on a data model 
that covers the use cases presented in Section 2, and explains the actual system. Section 4 
presents the research and development and main results. Section 5 outlines the evaluation 
of the system by showing how it is being integrated in existing data catalogues. The paper 
ends with discussion in Section 6 and conclusions in Section 7. 

2. Literature Review 
Sometimes a user of data is actively willing to contribute their knowledge so that 

others can take advantage of it. One of the common mechanisms that the Web offers is 
blog pages, which can become a supplement to scientific literature and provide a reliable 
source of mentorship and networking for those in isolation [4]. Even so, these solutions 
are disconnected from the actual data and from the direct experience which the contribu-
tor gained about what was and was not useful in the course of their data use. Baeza-Yates 
et al. [5] discuss a framework for explicit (and implicit) feedback where a user provides 
information about the relevant results in a list of resources returned by a query to a data 
catalogue. The final aim is to refine query results, by including user feedback in search 
algorithms. Another form of user feedback is applied when users are questioned to deter-
mine the quality of image classification. For example, in a user interface organized as a 
game, people are provided with examples of automatically classified objects and they are 
asked to determine whether the classification matches the reality, and, if not, to correct 
the classification [6]. This approach is found in the LACO-Wiki platform [7] which sup-
ports citizen science in the form of volunteer data validations. In citizen science, people 
interested in a topic contribute their time and their local or domain knowledge to carry 
out a task relating to a place or theme that interests them. This volunteered data has great 
potential to enrich the currency and granularity of datasets by embedding the knowledge 
of local experts and observers. However, contextual information about that data and its 
use/re-use is less frequently captured, partly because of a lack of standardized tools and 
information models for this. This paper focuses on collecting and aggregating explicit 
feedback about datasets, in order to both enhance the producer’s data quality reports and 
advance knowledge about the area and topic of the dataset. 

A digital dataset should be accompanied by metadata. Metadata is composed of in-
formation that helps the user assess the usefulness of a dataset relative to a user problem 
or need. Unfortunately, metadata is usually generated by the producer, and as a result it 
reflects production interests and incorporates what is easiest to measure and describe for 
producers [8]. This is illustrated by the wide variety of ISO 19115 elements related to the 
nature and origin of data, such as LI_Lineage, MD_Distribution, MD_Constraints, and 
MD_SpatialRepresentation. End-users can potentially provide additional facets of 
metadata that are more desirable for other users. For example, a scientist using the data 
and producing an academic paper is reflecting their experience with the data, and typi-
cally describes use cases, as well as difficulties. Experts can report positive and negative 
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experiences using the data, and can relate the dataset to other datasets and provide a com-
parison report. In addition, when using geospatial datasets, users with different back-
grounds can assess the dataset from varying points of view: Application domain expertise 
(e.g., ecology, epidemiology, transportation, security), information technologies expertise 
(e.g., system engineers and database designers) and Geospatial Information Technology 
(GeoIT) expertise (e.g., geomatics engineers, GIS developers, geographers). Considering 
the differences in perspectives, backgrounds and objectives between the different experts, 
a complementarity in the way they perceive the dataset may exist [9]. One of the few ex-
amples of user perspective metadata in the existing geospatial metadata standards can be 
found in ISO 19115, where the element MD_Usage is designed to report what should or 
did happen to the data after its publication. Initially containing only 4 elements (specifi-
cUsage, usageDateTime, userDeteminedLimitations and userContactInfo), in 2013 
MD_Usage was extended to include a response to the issue as well as two citations about 
additional documentation and identified issues (additionalDocumentation and identi-
fiedIssues). Without a feedback mechanism, producers need to have a very active role in 
finding out new usages of the data. This is typically achieved by sending questionnaires 
to their registered user base, or by collecting indirect information from their user support 
lines. Despite the existence of the MD_Usage element, a typical metadata document is not 
sufficient to effectively communicate all the components that determine data fitness-for-
purpose across a variety of domains and user expertise levels [10]. 

Metadata contained in catalogues are of great value in the discovery of datasets and 
in evaluating whether the characteristics and reliability of those datasets meet a user’s 
particular needs. As the number of published datasets and services increases, it becomes 
more of a challenge for users to assess the fitness-for purpose of all possible options which 
are discovered. In addition, metadata are often incomplete [11], sometimes due to a lack 
of time on the part of the producers and sometimes because information is lost in transla-
tion between different standards, since not all available standards encode all the infor-
mation which real-world users seek. The introduction of user feedback in metadata cata-
logues is expected to improve dataset search [12]. Comber et al. [13] argued the case for 
enriching metadata records with references to relevant literature (e.g., information on ci-
tations), less formal opinions from the data producers; expert opinions of data quality, 
and user feedback regarding previous data use. The introduction of informal voluntary 
user feedback and commentaries can also facilitate a more “user-centric approach” to ge-
ospatial metadata [14]. Geospatial data users want to have information about the data 
producers, traceability information (i.e., full lineage), and both statements and quantita-
tive information on data quality. All of this can be found in traditional metadata. How-
ever, end-users also have the desire for more user-focused metadata information includ-
ing dataset citations in publications, user feedback on dataset quality and trustworthiness, 
and expert reviews and recommendations [15]. 

In response to the need to better consider the user perspective, the Open Geospatial 
Consortium (OGC) started a work item based on the results of the EU FP7 GeoViQua 
project. The result was the approval of 2 international standards: A conceptual model for 
Geospatial User Feedback (GUF) [16] and an XML encoding [17] that extended ISO 19139 
to consider GUF in accordance with the conceptual model. The GUF standard provides a 
data model that includes ratings, comments, usage reports, citations to publications, ad-
ditional quality reports and description of significant events, and is the starting point for 
the work presented in this paper. Other recommendations and standards are proposed to 
recognize and aim to address the same needs: For example, in 2016, the W3C finalized its 
work on the “Data on the Web Best Practices: Dataset Usage Vocabulary (DUV)”. This 
vocabulary relates a dataset distribution to usage reports (including usage tools), user 
feedback ratings and user quality reports (both special cases for annotations), and biblio-
graphic references [18]. The DUV vocabulary can extend the domain-independent 
metadata represented by the GeoDCAT-AP profile [19] to include user feedback, thus cre-
ating a catalogue that combines producer metadata and user feedback [20]. Despite these 
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recommendations and recent standards, reviews suggest that these theoretical recommen-
dations have not yet impacted many real implementations in the geospatial domain 
[20,21]. 

Recently, another gap in geospatial data and metadata was identified by the Groups 
on Earth Observation (GEO); an organization that is building the Global Earth Observa-
tion System of Systems (GEOSS). For GEO, supporting the current strategic objectives of 
the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) requires a change of paradigm, 
moving from a data-centric approach to a more information and knowledge-centric ap-
proach. In the Data-Information-Knowledge-Wisdom (DIKW) paradigm [3], information 
is an added-value product resulting from the comprehension of available data and of its 
relationship with physical and/or social phenomena. In turn, knowledge is generated by 
understanding information and extracting and articulating valuable patterns. Indeed, the 
knowledge gained from producing and using datasets is not often gathered, partly due to 
the lack of an easy way to record it and curate it in a single place. Commonly, a searchable 
Knowledge Base is considered as the best solution to capture and share knowledge about 
a particular domain. This is the proposed definition of the GEOSS Knowledge Base: “A 
dynamic and evolvable information framework, organized as repository of existing and 
distributed knowledge bodies, to facilitate Information and Knowledge generation and 
sharing from Earth observation”. A knowledge base should collect, formalize, share, and 
facilitate the use of a set of knowledge bodies, including data, processing algo-
rithms/codes, business process models (implemented as workflows), publications, com-
puting infrastructures references, etc. [22]. The GEO Secretariat considers that a 
Knowledge Hub should be designed as a centralized knowledge base; a trusted digital 
repository providing access to all components needed to build a given EO application, 
including research describing methods; algorithms, software, and cloud computing re-
sources used for processing; relevant EO data; and results for verification [23]. All these 
components will be packed in an information package and made available in the Hub. 
The authors believe that this approach will indeed contribute to the preservation and dis-
semination of knowledge, and support traceability and reproducibility of the conclusions 
contained in an information package, but it will not actively contribute to the incremental 
creation of knowledge as a community effort. 

While the GEO Knowledge Hub focuses on collecting consolidated knowledge, this 
paper proposes to extend the user feedback concept to support the continuous process of 
knowledge creation. We propose an extended user feedback model which addresses the 
difficulties in understanding some automated models—often the biggest impediment in 
using such techniques in decision-making. There is a need for the analytics system to in-
corporate human-understandable feedback to explain analytics results and the steps taken 
to obtain them [2], since a lack of understanding affects not only the decision makers but 
also other stakeholders such as customers or the general public. The creation of shared 
feedback about analytical results can also be a supporting tool for group-based analytics. 
In visual analytics, teams ranging from tens to thousands of analysts may be working on 
a single problem, such as global change. Steps of analytics, visualization, and statistical 
analysis can be shared as pieces of software code and scripts. The progress of any individ-
ual contributor in the understanding of the data or in generating intermediate results can 
be transmitted as feedback items and requires that credit is attributed to each one of them. 
The combination of the feedback contributions relating to a particular dataset will repre-
sent the overall knowledge gained by the community using that dataset. 

Another possible approach was developed by ReviewNB (https://www.re-
viewnb.com/ accessed on 4 March 2021) as an extension for Jupyter Notebooks. Jupyter 
Notebooks are becoming popular because they expose data, code and data analytics re-
sults in combination with narrative text. Typical contexts where Jupyter notebooks are 
useful are data cleaning and transformation, numerical simulation, statistical modelling, 
data visualization, machine learning, and remote sensing processing. Some authors con-
sider Jupyter notebooks an alternative to WebGIS as the front-end interface to provide a 
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consistent and agile playground for both developers and users [24]. By using Jupyter note-
books, users gain knowledge about the data or gain knowledge by analyzing model re-
sults. Since a Jupyter notebook can be accessed by many people, the notebook can benefit 
from having an environment where users provide comments, suggestions or report find-
ings. ReviewNB is a commenting plugin for Jupyter Notebooks that makes it possible to 
see a sequence of comments provided by users at the bottom of the page. Internally, those 
comments are stored in a common repository. This paper represents an effort to imple-
ment the NRC recommendation based on an extension of the GUF standard, in such a 
way that collaborative knowledge by many users can be created and retrieved for a certain 
resource. 

In conclusion, we have seen that a collaborative system for aggregating feedback on 
datasets and knowledge gained from use of the data has multiple target users with differ-
ent aims, who are performing different actions in response to their needs. Each action 
carried out in the context of a larger activity can be expressed as a use case sentence, and 
can essentially be classified under two aims—quality and knowledge. Quality refers to use 
cases that describe the properties of a resource and how they meet the user’s purpose. 
Knowledge refers to the findings that arise when a resource is used, including results or 
conclusions that are reached through this usage. A system that helps to fulfil these needs 
should use a data model with a set of elements corresponding to the requirements of the 
use cases. Table 1 presents a list of use cases extracted from the literature review and from 
the authors’ past experiences in implementing user feedback, which should be covered by 
the system presented here. 

Table 1. Examples of use cases covered. 

Person Activity Use Case (a Context Followed by an Action) Aim Element 

Producer Customer require-
ments gathering 

She wants to improve the product, and is looking 
for information on how the product is used 

Quality Comments, Issues 

Producer 
Market re-

search/impact eval-
uation 

She wants to justify the usage of the product and is 
looking for people using the data Knowledge Citations, Usage 

Producer 
Customer ser-

vice/interaction 

She wants to find and respond to negative reviews 
of her dataset, and suggest constructive worka-

rounds 

Quality and 
knowledge Comments, Issues 

User Research design 
She wants to start a research activity, and is search-
ing for the right geospatial dataset by exploring the 

limitations of what is available 
Quality 

Comments, Signifi-
cant events 

User Quality Assessment She wants to be sure the data is correct, and makes a
quality check on the data 

Quality Quality element 

User Data exploration She wants to use the dataset, and notices an anom-
aly that makes the data particular 

Quality Significant events 

User Open science 

She wants to fix a problem and is looking for other 
people with the same problem and possible solu-

tions. If she can solve it, she will be willing to share 
the solution with others 

Quality Comments 

User Literature review 
She wants to use a dataset series and is interested in 

publications that might have done a similar job in 
the past 

Knowledge Citations, Usage re-
ports 

User Generalization/use 
of best practice 

She wants to use the dataset in an analysis and is 
looking for similar work done in other parts of the 

world with a similar dataset 
Knowledge Usage reports, Addi-

tional processes 
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User Data tiding 
She wants to prepare the dataset for analysis and is 
looking for code and scripts she can use to process 

the data 
Knowledge Code 

User Visualization 
She wants to present the data and is looking for the 
right way of presenting it (palettes, symbols, histo-

grams) 
Knowledge Code 

User Data analysis and 
documentation 

She wants to annotate a dataset by identifying spe-
cific features within it or associating evidence of the 

effects of a significant event 
Knowledge 

Comments (annota-
tion with scope), Sig-

nificant events 

User Data citation 
She wants to cite the people and organizations in-

volved in the creation of knowledge Knowledge User information 

User Dissemination 
She has ended an analysis and wants to disseminate 
the results. She wants to find ways to contact other 

people and make the results known 
Knowledge Citation, usage 

User Open science 
She wants to contribute to a study that is discussed 

by other researchers Knowledge 
Comments (question, 

answer) 

User Dissemination 
She wants to state a conclusion that is the result of a 
study done in collaboration with other researchers Knowledge 

Comments (question, 
conclusion) 

User Decision making 
She wants to take an informed decision, and is look-

ing for relevant facts Knowledge Citation, conclusions 

The following data model and system implementation is designed to respond to the 
use case needs. After explaining the GUF data model and its proposed extension to rep-
resent knowledge, we present a detailed example of how the model combines some of the 
previous use cases in a user story. 

3. Research and Development Methodology 
To fulfill the aims of this paper we present a methodology based on extending the 

official Geospatial User Feedback (GUF) model to store knowledge elements. The OGC 
GUF Conceptual Model [16] was designed to provide a standard way to communicate 
individual user feedback elements and relate them to datasets. These feedback elements 
complement producer metadata. One assumption is that any dataset can be uniquely 
identified by a universal and persistent ID [25]. This way both the producer metadata [26] 
and the feedback elements will refer to this universal ID and a relationship between them, 
and with the data, can be maintained. 

The main element in the GUF is the feedback item (GUF_FeedbackItem): A single 
element of user feedback; for example, a comment on a dataset backed by a report. Figure 
1 shows a part of the UML representation of GUF. In UML, boxes without header or with 
<<DataType>> header represent classes with their attributes listed in red. Each attribute 
has a name (e.g., itemIdentifier or abstract) a data type (e.g., MD_Identifier or Character-
String) and its multiplicity (if absent 1..1 is assumed). Additional attributes of a class may 
be specified as arrows connecting to other classes (as “contact”). Boxes with <<CodeList>> 
header are not classes but contain lists of allowed values, for example GUF_TargetRole-
Code for target role. The item’s targets (GUF_FeedbackTarget) uniquely identify the da-
taset or a subset of the resources. A role primary is used to point to the main target dataset 
or resource the feedback is about. A role secondary is used to refer to target resources that 
might be relevant to the referenced resource and thus to a user searching for feedback. To 
add additional references, a target role supplementary can be used. In remote sensing ap-
plications, when a scene or sheet of a product is used, we found it useful to make the 
primary target point to the specific scene used and the secondary target to the complete 
product or time series. The user information (GUF_UserInformation) contains self-as-
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serted information about the user which may be used to qualify the feedback s/he pro-
duces. This includes information on the user’s role and application domain and their own 
assessment of their expertise. 

 
Figure 1. UML class diagram describing the GUF_FeedbackItem in relation to GUF_Feed-
backTarget and GUF_UserInformation, as described in the official pen Geospatial Consortium 
(OGC) Geospatial User Feedback (GUF) standard (adapted from UML diagrams used in [16]). 
Orange boxes represent GUF classes, while white boxes come from ISO 19115. 

A feedback item contains at least one of the following elements (see Figure 2): rating, 
a userComment, an additionalQuality (a full data quality report which may supplement the 
producer quality information), a usage report, a citation (a reference to a publication), ad-
ditionalLineageSteps and a significantEvent (a description of an event that conditions the 
interpretation of the data). 

 class FeedbackItem

GUF_FeedbackTarget

+ resourceRef  :CI_Citation [1..*]
+ metadataIdentifier  :MD_Identifier [0..*]
+ scope  :MD_Scope [0..1]
+ role  :GUF_TargetRoleCode

GUF_UserInformation

+ userDetails  :CI_Responsibil ity
+ applicationDomain  :CharacterString [0..*] {ordered}
+ expertiseLevel  :GUF_RatingCode
+ userRole  :GUF_UserRoleCode [0..*]
+ externalUserID  :MD_Identifier [0..*]

GUF_FeedbackItem

+ itemIdentifier  :MD_Identifier
+ abstract  :CharacterString
+ purpose  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ contactRole  :GUF_UserRoleCode
+ dateInfo  :CI_Date [1..*]
+ itemIsReplyTo  :MD_Identifier [0..*]
+ descriptiveKeywords  :MD_Keywords [0..*]
+ tag  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ locale  :PT_Locale [0..*]
+ externalFeedback  :CI_Citation [0..*]

constraints
{count(target.type="primary")>0}

«CodeList»
GUF_UserRoleCode

+ commercialDataProducer
+ commercialAddedValue
+ researchDataProducer
+ researchEndUser
+ decisionMaker
+ generalPublic

«CodeList»
Common classes::

MD_ScopeCode

+ attribute
+ attributeType
+ collectionHardware
+ collectionSession
+ dataset
+ series
+ nonGeographicDataset
+ dimensionGroup
+ feature
+ featureType
+ propertyType
+ fieldSession
+ software
+ service
+ model
+ ti le
+ metadata
+ initiative
+ sample
+ document
+ repository
+ aggregate
+ product
+ collection
+ coverage
+ application

We are not using CI_RoleCode because in 
CI_RoleCode, there is a "user" and we are 
providing user types.

«CodeList»
GUF_TargetRoleCode

+ primary
+ secondary
+ supplementary

«DataType»
Common classes::MD_Scope

+ level  :MD_ScopeCode
+ extent  :EX_Extent [0..*]
+ levelDescription  :MD_ScopeDescription [0..*]

+child 0..*

+contact 1

+target 1..*

+parent 0..1
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Figure 2. UML class diagram describing possible elements of GUF_FeedbackItem that allows for providing different as-
pects of user feedback, as described in the official OGC GUF standard (adapted from UML diagrams used in [16]). Orange 
boxes represent GUF classes, while white boxes come from ISO 19115. 

The original elements of the GUF were designed to complement the producer quality 
assessment and, more generally, to give indications to other users on fitness-for-purpose. 
In the light of recent implementations of the GUF, we realized that most of the elements 
are actually used broadly to communicate information and knowledge gained by using 
the dataset, except for “rating”. An illustration of this possibility is the fictitious user story 
where additionalLineageSteps was used to report on how to better tidy the data [27] in prep-
aration for analysis related to a significantEvent (GUF_SignificantEvent) that was related 
to a wildFire (GUF_SignificantEventCode). In this context, the userComment (GUF_Us-
erComment) was used to report an answer (GUF_MotivationCode) to a scientific question 
about fire propagation that is explained in detail in a usage report (GUF_UsageReport, 
extension of MD_Usage). The usage resulted in a scientific publication that is provided as 
a citation (QCM_Publication; extension of CI_Citation; QCM is for “quality common”) that 
can be trusted because a validation of the original data was also provided as addition-
alQuality. 

 class FeedbackItem

GUF_Rating

+ rating  :GUF_RatingCode

GUF_UsageReport

+ reportAspect  :GUF_ReportAspectCode [0..*]
+ discoveredIssue  :QCM_DiscoveredIssue [0..*]

GUF_FeedbackItem

+ itemIdentifier  :MD_Identifier
+ abstract  :CharacterString
+ purpose  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ contactRole  :GUF_UserRoleCode
+ dateInfo  :CI_Date [1..*]
+ itemIsReplyTo  :MD_Identifier [0..*]
+ descriptiveKeywords  :MD_Keywords [0..*]
+ tag  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ locale  :PT_Locale [0..*]
+ externalFeedback  :CI_Citation [0..*]

constraints
{count(target.type="primary")>0}

GUF_UserComment

+ comment  :CharacterString
+ motivation  :GUF_MotivationCode [0..1] «CodeList»

GUF_ReportAspectCode

+ usage
+ fitnessForPurpose
+ limitation
+ alternative
+ problem

Data quality::
DQ_DataQuality

Citation and responsible party information::CI_Citation

+ title  :CharacterString
+ alternateTitle  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ date  :CI_Date [0..*]
+ edition  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ editionDate  :DateTime [0..1]
+ identifier  :MD_Identifier [0..*]
+ citedResponsibleParty  :CI_Responsibil ity [0..*]
+ presentationForm  :CI_PresentationFormCode [0..*]
+ series  :CI_Series [0..1]
+ otherCitationDetails  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ ISBN  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ ISSN  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ onlineResource  :CI_OnlineResource [0..*]
+ graphic  :MD_BrowseGraphic [0..*]

QualityCommon::QCM_Publication

+ target  :CI_Citation [0..*]
+ abstract  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ motivation  :QCM_CitationMotivationCode [0..1]
+ relatedResource  :CI_Citation [0..*]
+ scope  :DQ_Scope [0..1]
+ category  :QCM_PublicationCategoryCode

QualityCommon::QCM_Discov eredIssue

+ target  :CI_Citation [0..*]
+ knownProblem  :CharacterString
+ problemDateTime  :CI_Date [0..*]
+ workAround  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ referenceDoc  :QCM_Publication [0..*]
+ expectedFixDate  :CI_Date [0..1]
+ fixedResource  :CI_Citation [0..1]
+ alternativeResource  :CI_Citation [0..*]

«CodeList»
GUF_RatingCode

+ 1
+ 2
+ 3
+ 4
+ 5

CharMe ideas

GUF_SignificantEvent

+ abstract  :CharacterString
+ citation  :CI_Citation [0..1]
+ extent  :EX_Extent
+ eventType  :GUF_SignificantEventTypeCode [0..1]

The way codelist are implemented in ISO,
they are left completely open. [1,2,3,4,5] 
could be more appropriate for datasets or 
metadata and [positive, negative, neutral] 
could be useful for comments and 
[thumbs-up, thumbs-down] for questions 
and answers.

Lineage information::LI_Lineage

+ statement  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ scope  :MD_Scope [0..1]
+ additionalDocumentation  :CI_Citation [0..*]

this includes describing 
sources, processes and 
algorithms (ISO19115-2)

«CodeList»
GUF_SignificantEv entTypeCode

+ hurricaneNatural
+ volcanicEruptionNatural
+ elNinoNatural
+ droughtNatural
+ stormNatural
+ wildfireNatural
+ floodNatural
+ earthquakeNatural
+ tsunamiNatural
+ ifsEvent
+ systemEvent
+ satell iteAnomaly
+ dropsondeAnomaly
+ aircraftAnomaly
+ buoyAnomaly
+ shipAnomaly
+ landStationAnomaly
+ mobileSensorAnomaly
+ sensorAlarm

«CodeList»
GUF_Motiv ationCode

+ comment
+ question
+ answer
+ response
+ justification
+ resolution
+ moderation

Identification information::MD_Usage

+ specificUsage  :CharacterString
+ usageDateTime  :TM_Primitive [0..*]
+ userDeterminedLimitations  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ userContactInfo  :CI_Responsibil ity [0..*]
+ response  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ additionalDocumentation  :CI_Citation [0..*]
+ identifiedIssues  :CI_Citation [0..1]

+significantEvent

0..*

+additionalLineageSteps

0..1

+userComment

0..1

+rating

0..1

+additionalQuality

0..*

+citation

0..*

+usage

0..*

+usageDescription

0..*
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The elements needed to communicate knowledge can vary depending on the source 
describing the knowledge. In remote sensing, annotations are a way to tag features pre-
sent in the data that incorporate information that can be later useful for others [28]. Anno-
tations are a common way to generate knowledge from remote sensing images, to support 
clustering of the data into classes for later statistical analysis [29]. According to GEOSS 
[23], the main components of knowledge are: (a) Research papers and reports describing 
methods and results; (b) software algorithms and cloud computing resources used for 
processing; (c) in situ and satellite imagery data used; and (d) results for verification. We 
should also consider the four most common sections present in any scientific abstract as 
candidates for knowledge elements: Objectives, methods, results and conclusions 
(https://wts.indiana.edu/writing-guides/writing-abstracts.html, accessed on 4 March 
2021). 

Considering these approaches, there are three things the official GUF standard does 
not directly allow: Creating annotations, reporting explicit conclusions and including spe-
cific code used in the analysis of the data. This paper proposes an extension to the OGC 
GUF model to support these three new requirements. Firstly, regarding annotations, us-
erComment (GUF_UserComment) can be extended to include a new value in the GUF_mo-
tivation code list to allow motivation=annotation. The MD_Scope element in GUF_Feed-
backItem permits linkage of the annotation in a precise way (e.g., pointing to a concrete 
area in space and time, or to a specific feature id). 

Secondly, extensions are needed to model conclusions, as well as objectives, methods 
and results. Objectives can be presented in the form of questions and can be encoded in 
the official GUF as a list of userComment (GUF_UserComment) with motivation=question. 
The results may be also expressed in the official GUF as answers to these questions in a 
userComment (GUF_UserComment) with motivation=answer. In the open participatory 
model enabled by the GUF, a discussion on a particular question and answer can continue 
through contributions of other parties providing new userComment (GUF_UserComment) 
until an agreement is reached and a conclusion can be formulated as a resolution of the 
discussion (existing in the official version of the standard codeList). However, to be more 
precise, we propose to extend the GUF_MotivationCode to include the value conclusion to 
better express the semantics—i.e., the final or summary nature of a particular comment. 
The section in the abstract about methods (in fact related to the third requirement, code 
used) requires more detailed attention and is described in the next paragraph. 

The third new requirement that is addressed in the extension is the capacity to encode 
code, which is a specialization of the general need to encode methods. In this case, the 
official GUF standard provides the additionalLineage element that allows for a detailed in-
dication of chains of processing functions that were used with the data. This can be com-
plemented by a textual description of the usage in the usageDescription element of the 
GUF_UsageReport. While these existing elements are useful to textually describe the 
methods used, none of them allows provision of detailed information about the code used, 
in such a way that the method can be reproduced and replicated by others. Reproducibil-
ity is the capacity to obtain results consistent with a prior study, using the same materials, 
procedures, and conditions of analysis. Replicability is the capacity to obtain consistent 
findings across studies that aim to answer the same question but with each study collect-
ing and using its own data. Reproducibility is central to the scientific method based on 
the skeptical evaluation of claims, to scrutinizing methodologies for possible identifica-
tion and correction of mistakes, and to appraising scientific explanations [30]. This paper 
proposes to extend MD_Usage class to include explicit code and additional descriptions 
of the processing chains (see Figure 3). The extended element is called QCM_Reproduci-
bleUsage and it includes the common elements of MD_Usage as well as a code, (or a codeL-
inkage), codeMediaType, platform, version, schema, diagram, (or a diagramLinkage), and dia-
gramMediaType. The elements code, codeLinkage and codeMediaType allow for communica-
tion of pieces of code that follow a particular data model, represented by a schema name. 
This code provided was executed in a specific version of a software platform (i.e., MiraMon 
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map browser) and can be reproduced again using the same or a compatible configuration 
in a specific application (or instance) of the platform and version (i.e., the ECOPotential 
web map browser). In addition, a processing chain diagram, diagramLinkage in a particular 
diagramMediaType such a picture in, e.g., UML or CWL (Common Workflow language) file 
can be provided. 

 
Figure 3. UML class diagram describing the proposed extensions of the OGC GUF standard: 1/ new values in the GUF_Mo-
tivationCode (listed under “new”) and 2/ QCM_ReproducibleUsage which extends MD_Usage to provide code (and other 
elements) for reproducibility. Orange boxes represent GUF classes, the white box comes from ISO 19115, while the blue 
box depicts proposed new class. 

In the original GUF standard, the assumption was that users voluntarily decided 
when to provide feedback and would manually type descriptions of their experiences us-
ing the data. Thus, the focus was on providing (a) a clear Web user interface to guide the 
user to populate the different elements of the model and (b) a database to store the feed-
back and present it to other users for reading. This approach was taken for the first imple-
mentation during the GeoviQua project [31] and was the initial approach in the NiMMbus 
system, presented in the next section of this paper. The only items automatically added to 
feedback records in these first implementations were the dataset identifier(s) and title. In 
implementations of the knowledge extension, the user also voluntary decides when and 
what to share. The user will still manually document an abstract and the reason and pur-
pose for sharing this knowledge element, but we do not expect them to manually type 
software code directly into a user interface. Nor do we expect the typical user retrieving a 
feedback item to read the software code. Instead, the implementation should automati-
cally record the code that corresponds to the functionality we would like to share and 
expose, and other users should be able to voluntarily adopt, execute and reproduce the 

 class Usage

GUF_UsageReport

+ reportAspect  :GUF_ReportAspectCode [0..*]
+ discoveredIssue  :QCM_DiscoveredIssue [0..*]

«CodeList»
GUF_Motiv ationCode

+ comment
+ question
+ answer
+ response
+ justification
+ resolution
+ moderation
«new»
+ conclusion
+ annotation

«new»
QualityCommon::QCM_ReproducibleUsage

+ code  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ codeLinkage  :CI_OnlineResource [0..1]
+ codeMediaType  :MimeFileType
+ schema  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ platform  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ version  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ diagram  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ diagramLinkage  :CI_OnlineResource [0..1]
+ diagramMediaType  :MimeFileType [0..1]

constraints
{count(code)+count(codeLinkage)=1}

GUF_FeedbackItem

+ itemIdentifier  :MD_Identifier
+ abstract  :CharacterString
+ purpose  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ contactRole  :GUF_UserRoleCode
+ dateInfo  :CI_Date [1..*]
+ itemIsReplyTo  :MD_Identifier [0..*]
+ descriptiveKeywords  :MD_Keywords [0..*]
+ tag  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ locale  :PT_Locale [0..*]
+ externalFeedback  :CI_Citation [0..*]

GUF_UserComment

+ comment  :CharacterString
+ motivation  :GUF_MotivationCode [0..1]

Identification information::MD_Usage

+ specificUsage  :CharacterString
+ usageDateTime  :TM_Primitive [0..*]
+ userDeterminedLimitations  :CharacterString [0..1]
+ userContactInfo  :CI_Responsibility [0..*]
+ response  :CharacterString [0..*]
+ additionalDocumentation  :CI_Citation [0..*]
+ identifiedIssues  :CI_Citation [0..1]

+userComment

0..1

+usageDescription 0..*

+usage

0..*
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functionality provided by the code in their systems. The next section describes an imple-
mentation of the presented model and its particularities. 

Using the Data Model in a User Feedback Story Example 
A user wants to report a publication which uses two global land cover maps enclos-

ing a certain time window to assess forest change. During her analysis, she assessed the 
local accuracy of the land cover maps against concurrent in situ data, to estimate error 
margins on the final analysis, and also wishes to share these insights. 
• She creates a GUF_FeedbackItem with two primary targets pointing at the identifier of 

the two-time frames of the land cover maps and a secondary target pointing at the 
global product time series. She also adds a descriptiveKeywords to the GUF_Feed-
backItem which reports (by mapping to a GEneral Multilingual Environmental The-
saurus (GEMET) vocabulary or other concepts dictionary) that she focused on forest 
change mapping. 

• She supplies some user information about herself (at minimum, this will contain a 
CI_Role of researchEndUser, but if she adds expertiseLevel it will help users looking for 
trustworthy commentary on this dataset). 

• She adds a GUF_UsageReport to the item whose reportAspect=usage and describes 
what she did with the data in the usageDescription. 

• She adds an additionalQuality element to her feedback, which documents a Kappa Co-
efficient from her quality check. As another secondary target, she adds the ground 
truth dataset which she used and explicitly records in the scope for that target the 
spatial bounds of the local region to which that localized quality assessment applies. 

• If she noted significant bias in the global map during her quality check, she could also 
add to the usage report a QCM_DiscoveredIssue with some text describing the known-
Problem (e.g., particular class confusions or overestimations). She can specify worka-
rounds and alternative datasets if she wishes. 

• She uses a QCM_ReproducibleUsage to report the script used to do the time compar-
ison as well as the platform and version of the software used to create the result. 

• She uses a GUF_UserComment with motivation=conclusion to report the conclusions of 
the study in terms of amount of forest loss. 

• Once the study is published as a scientific paper, she uses a QCM_Publication to add 
another feedback item about the same datasets—effectively, a citation. 

4. Research and Development Results 
The application of the methodology (a.k.a. the proposed extended model) results in 

an evolution of the NiMMbus system. NiMMbus (http://www.opengis.uab.cat/nimmbus 
accessed on 4 March 2021) is a solution for storing geospatial resources on the MiraMon 
private cloud. MiraMon [32] is a family of GIS products developed since 1994 and includes 
a desktop GIS, a Web map browser [33] and the NiMMbus system. NiMMbus refers to the 
Latin word for cloud, nimbus, but with a double “m” consistent with the MiraMon brand-
ing. The main goal of the NiMMbus is to provide an interface for user feedback that can 
be easily integrated into existing data catalogues on the Web. NiMMbus user feedback 
records are linked to catalogue records by a data or metadata identifier. The implementa-
tion is based on an API that gives access to a database of GUF_FeedbackItem residing in 
a private cloud. To simplify integration into existing catalogues, three other components 
are built on top of the API: A user interface to create or modify use feedback, a widget to 
show existing user feedback about a dataset in the catalogue and a JavaScript library to 
retrieve code (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. NiMMbus components and integration. 

4.1. Interface for User Feedback 
NiMMbus was originally created to store geospatial resources such as points of in-

terest or hyperlinks to geospatial resources in the Web. This initial implementation of 
NiMMbus was extended during the European Union H2020 NEXTGEOSS project 
(https://nextgeoss.eu/ accessed on 4 March 2021, the project itself will be introduced in the 
Integration section) [34] to support storage of feedback items as specified in the OGC GUF 
standard [16]. The implementation allows users to provide comments, ratings, questions, 
etc. Moreover, NiMMbus also implements the GUF extension for knowledge which was 
delineated in the previous section. In our implementation, we are not directly linking feed-
back with geospatial assets on an external catalogue using a data/metadata identifier. In-
stead, we create a full citation to the external resource that contains both an identifier to 
the external resource and also a link to it in the external catalogue or repository. The user 
interface is a complete user feedback management system. It can be used to read and 
query user feedback, but when integrated to a data catalogue its main purpose is to act as 
a Web interface to create or modify user feedback entries. 

The NiMMbus system is based on a client-server architecture. The client is the inter-
face with the user, and it is an open-source JavaScript client (https://github.com/grumets/
nimmbus/tree/master/client_js accessed on 4 March 2021) under GNU Affero General 
Public License. The client allows creation and modification of feedback items related to 
one or many targets. The interface also allows creation of related elements needed for the 
feedback items, such as the citation(s) to the target(s) and to related publications (e.g., to 
describe a related scientific paper) or other citations (e.g., a link to alternative resources). 
To create feedback elements, the user needs to be logged in to the system with a NiMMbus 
user or any of the Single-Sign-On (SSO) systems supported: NEXTGEOSS (documented 
in https://github.com/ec-nextgeoss/nextgeoss-integration-guide-um accessed on 4 March 
2021) and LandSense [35] (that includes EduGain and the most common social network 
authentication providers). 

The entry page supports parameters that are useful to directly jump into a function, 
altering the normal interaction flow with the user. This is particularly useful to facilitate 
integration with data catalogues as the parameters to create a feedback item can trigger 
the NiMMbus system to be opened directly in the feedback item page, directly setting the 
target of this feedback item to be the one defined in the parameters. From the user point 
of view, this allows immediate access from a catalogue or portal to create feedback on any 
of its resources (see Figure 5). This functionality is encapsulated in a widget (described 
below) which allows easy integration of NiMMbus from any portal. 

NiMMbus Cloud 
and database 

Code 
retrieval 

NiMMbus 
widget 

NiMMbus 
interface 

Get code 

Get feed-
back 

Manage 
feedback 

Add/Modify 
feedback 

WPS-GET 
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Figure 5. Feedback item page (initial fragment) ready for user contribution when landing in the system from a connected 
portal (NEXTGEOSS catalogue in the example). 

When used without parameters, the interface presents a general list of resources, that 
gives access to a specific page for each resource type available, such as feedback items, 
citations, publications, individuals, or organizations. In this page, elements can be filtered 
by type or by ownership (owned, shared directly with me, shared publicly) using 
dropdown lists as can be seen in Figure 6. All the information is retrieved using our OGC 
Web Processing Service (WPS) RESTful API. 

 
Figure 6. List of resources page. 

The user feedback page contains all the elements that can be documented and allows 
direct selection or creation of the related elements (i.e., citations or publications). In order 
to simplify the use of the form, a drop-down strategy is applied in order to easily fold or 
unfold sections. Empty sections are folded by default. When submitting the form, the nec-
essary operation (create, update, or delete) is sent to the server side using an OGC WPS 
RESTful API. As explained in the previous section (see Figure 3), the usage section in GUF 
has been extended to include reproducible usage and is implemented as seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Reproducible usage section in the Feedback item page. 
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4.2. API to Interact with the Service 
The server side is a Common Gateway Interface (CGI) program maintained as part 

of the MiraMon developments in the C language. Both the service and the client are man-
aged by Internet Information Services version 8.5. The hardware running the services is 
hosted in CREAF facilities in a cluster of 6 identical computers with 6 databases config-
ured to expose a single URL using Network Load Balance. A piece of software ensures 
that the 6 databases are constantly synchronized. The CGI implements the NiMMbus API. 

The NiMMbus API is based on the CRUD (create, retrieve, update, and delete) four 
basic functions for persistent storage/management of objects (https://en.wikipe-
dia.org/wiki/Create,_read,_update_and_delete accessed on 4 March 2021). The API de-
fines a set of object classes and provide the primary four CRUD operations plus some 
additions when considered necessary. In this way, it also mimics some RESTful design 
principles. The full NiMMbus API reference can be found in https://github.com/gru-
mets/nimmbus/tree/master/API (accessed on 4 March 2021), and is the API used by the 
JavaScript client used as an interface and described in the previous section. 

The OGC is currently engaged in a process to transform the old Web services into 
Web APIs. The manner in which WPS will be transformed into a Web API is still under 
discussion. Meanwhile we are using some of the concepts in Representational State Trans-
fer (REST) but we are also considering an easy-to-use approach for browsers based on 
GET requests. We will consider adopting the new OGC API Processes when it becomes 
available and approved. Currently, the NiMMbus API uses the OGC WPS 1.0 standard 
[36] but with 2 significant modifications: 1/ WPS abstract model implemented as GET re-
quests and 2/ asynchronous operations responding to a synchronization ID (equivalent to 
the “job id” introduced in OGC WPS 2.0 standard [37]). 

All requests are in key-value pair (KVP) and have three parameters: SERVICE=WPS, 
REQUEST=EXECUTE and IDENTIFIER=NB_{class_type}:{operation}. There are four class 
types to group requests related to a certain type: USER for requests to create, modify, 
validate,… a user; RESOURCE to create, modify, retrieve, enumerate,… resources in the 
system; SHARE to add, modify or remove the sharing of resources between users and 
finally TOKEN and SYNC that are used to execute tokens and determine the success of 
previous requests, respectively. All responses follow the WPS 1.0 specified XML syntax 
except the NB_RESOURCE:ENUMERATE request that follows ATOM syntax [38] (that is 
ideal to enumerate a list of resources that match a query result). All responses follow the 
WPS 1.0 specified XML syntax for exceptions. 

The Web API is a more flexible (but also more complex) alternative means for any 
Web application to interact with the server directly, creating its own independent client 
to define feedback elements, or integrating the client functions in any other software (e.g., 
in a desktop GIS metadata manager). The API can be used from any application such as a 
GIS desktop solution or a JavaScript client. When JavaScript is used, the developer needs 
to deal with responses to requests to feedback items encoded in XML and should generate 
a presentation themself. This guarantees full control over how the content is shown on 
screen, but it requires considerably more knowledge of JavaScript programming, includ-
ing XML parsing and Asynchronous JavaScript And XML (AJAX) calls. To simplify the 
use of the API, a widget is also provided, and this is the easiest-to-use solution in most 
common cases. 

4.3. JavaScript Widget for Easy Integration 
A widget was developed to facilitate the addition of GUF in a HTTP Web portal for 

each resource. These resources can be part of a data catalogue or individual Web pages. 
Actually, a “resource” can be anything that has an identifier in the Web, but it is expected 
that resources have some spatial component (e.g., a geospatial dataset or a geospatial pro-
cess generating datasets). Detailed instructions on how to integrate NiMMbus can be 
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found in GitHub (https://github.com/grumets/nimmbus/tree/master/GUF_integration ac-
cessed on 4 March 2021). 

We adopted the same approach as ISO 19115 Geographic Information—Metadata, 
where resources are uniquely identified in the catalogue using a code (a.k.a. an identifier). 
This code needs to be unique in a codespace (e.g., an Internet domain name). The combi-
nation of code and codespace provides a global and unique identifier. 

To integrate the widget in a portal, a simple three-step process is followed. First, the 
JavaScript library guf.js needs to be included in the HTML page, and secondly a division 
should be defined. Finally, the division needs to be filled in by the GUF Widget. There are 
several options for the widget, depending on the complexity needed: 
1. Generic widget simple approach for feedback related to a single target resource, the 

simple function can be used: GUFShowFeedbackInHTMLDiv(). The parameters for 
the function should identify at least the division in the HTML, and the title, code, and 
codespace of the resource. Optional parameters are the language and access token 
type to allow smooth integration if SSO credentials are already validated. 

2. Generic widget second approach for feedback related to several target resources, the 
function to be used is GUFShowFeedbackMultipleTargetsInHTMLDiv(). The only 
difference from the previous function is that an array of targets is used instead of a 
several parameters for a single target description. The same elements for each target 
should be described: Title, code and codespace, as well as the role of each of them 
(primary, secondary or supplementary). 

3. Specific widget to share reproducible usage: there are two functions to be used, one 
for creating the feedback item which includes reproducible usage (GUFCreateFeed-
backWithReproducibleUsage()), and another one to retrieve it (GUFShowPrevi-
ousFeedbackWithReproducicleUsageInHTMLDiv()). The integration is a bit more 
complex for the developer, but transparent to the user, who only triggers the NiMM-
bus from the portal, and then land to the usual feedback item page with some pre-
loaded content (typically the code, platform and schema, as seen in Figure 7). 
In addition to the JavaScript functions used in the widget, a Cascading Style Sheet 

(CSS) is provided, to give developers control on the characteristics of the sections filled in 
by the widget, for example in order to harmonize with the style of the portal calling the 
widget. The list of the classes defined in guf.css stylesheet, and which part of the feedback 
item description they refer to, is described in the documentation in GitHub. Finally, some 
test pages have been created, to demonstrate how the widget is integrated and how the 
style/content customization can be applied. Figure 8 show the usage of the widget in the 
main test page. 
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Figure 8. Widget usage in an example Web page (https://www.opengis.uab.cat/nimmbus/test_widget.htm accessed on 4 
March 2021): (a) Initial Web page with a button “Add/Review previous feedback items” that implements the widget (call-
ing GUFShowFeedbackInHTMLDiv()) and fills in the white-background division below. The section which describes the 
resource (i.e., the information passed to the widget, highlighted in red in the first image) is blown up below. (b) Existing 
feedback items for the specified resource, retrieved when the widget is triggered by the button and used to fill in the 
dedicated. 

5. Evaluation of the Outcomes 
With the purpose of evaluating the flexibility of the system, this section describes 

some integration examples of the NiMMbus system with existing catalogues and portals: 
NEXTGEOSS data hub; some NEXTGEOSS community portals (Biodiversity Monitoring 
and Mapping, Habitat Modelling, Disaster Risk Reduction pilot); GEOEssential maps fa-
cility; and the H2020 ECOPotential Web map browser. Several of the widget options de-
scribed above are illustrated. 

5.1. Integration of GUF Using the Generic Widget 
5.1.1. NEXTGEOSS Catalogue and Community Portals 

The NEXTGEOSS project, a European contribution to GEOSS, proposes to develop 
the next generation European data hub and cloud platform for Earth observation data, 
where users access data and deploy EO-based applications. The concept revolves around 
providing data and resources to user communities, together with cloud resources, seam-
lessly connected from an integrated ecosystem for supporting geospatial applications. A 
central aim of NEXTGEOSS is engaging the communities of providers and users and 
bridging the gaps between these communities. 

NEXTGEOSS data hub, https://catalogue.nextgeoss.eu/ (accessed on 4 March 2021), 
is based on the open-source solution for data portals: Comprehensive Knowledge Archive 
Network (CKAN). The data hub harvests many different sources of satellite and in situ. 
Harvesting means that the metadata are stored in the hub. They are made available for 
Web access and programmable interfaces, e.g., through an OpenSearch interface 
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(https://github.com/dewitt/opensearch/blob/master/opensearch-1-1-draft-6.md accessed 
on 4 March 2021). 

The data hub integrates the NiMMbus system using the widget. Users can create 
feedback for several resources: Individual datasets, data collections and data services (re-
lated to thematic areas). For data collections (e.g., a remote sensing product) and data ser-
vices, the simple approach is used, as feedback is created with a single target resource 
(with the required unique code and https://catalogue.nextgeoss.eu/ as the codespace). For 
datasets (e.g., a remote sensing scene), the second approach is used, as the multiple target 
resources functionality is exploited to relate the feedback item to the dataset itself (as pri-
mary target), but also to the data collection this dataset belongs (as secondary target) as 
seen Figure 5. This is useful when the widget retrieves and shows the previous feedback 
items, as it includes in a first section the feedback items related to this dataset (with any 
target role), followed by a second section with the feedback items related to the collection 
as a primary target. This functionality prevents feedback items that are specific to another 
dataset in the same collection from being shown when looking at a certain dataset in a 
collection but allows inspection of all the feedback items directly related to the collection 
in all its datasets. 

The NEXTGEOSS data hub feeds some pilot projects which are also promoted on the 
data hub and may have information, applications to download or applications to run in 
the cloud. Some of these pilot projects have their own community portals and have also 
integrated the NiMMbus GUF service in them. These portals are the Biodiversity Moni-
toring and Mapping portal, http://nextgeoss.itc.utwente.nl/ebv/ (accessed on 4 March 
2021); the Habitat Modelling portal, https://www.synbiosys.alterra.nl/nextgeoss/ (ac-
cessed on 4 March 2021), and the Disaster Risk Reduction pilot, http://nextgeoss.beyond-
eocenter.eu/ (accessed on 4 March 2021). They can be seen in Figure 9 along with the 
NEXTGEOSS data hub. All the portals integrate NiMMbus using the generic widget, but 
some of them plan to use the extension for reproducible usage as a way for users to store 
and share their models (e.g., in the Habitats Modelling or in the Disasters Risk Reduction 
portals). 

  
(a) (b) 
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Figure 9. NEXTGEOSS portals integrating the NiMMbus system, in each of them the NiMMbus connection is highlighted 
in red: (a) NEXTGEOSS data hub, https://catalogue.nextgeoss.eu/ (accessed on 4 March 2021). (b) Biodiversity Monitoring 
and Mapping portal, http://nextgeoss.itc.utwente.nl/ebv/ (accessed on 4 March 2021). (c) Habitat Modelling portal, 
https://www.synbiosys.alterra.nl/nextgeoss/ (accessed on 4 March 2021). (d) Disaster Risk Reduction pilot, http://nextge-
oss.beyond-eocenter.eu/ (accessed on 4 March 2021). 

5.1.2. GEOEssential Project: SDG15.3.1 Indicator Land Degradation Example 
GEOEssential (http://www.geoessential.eu/ accessed on 4 March 2021) is a project 

within the European Union ERA-Planet framework (http://www.era-planet.eu/ accessed 
on 4 March 2021). Its objective is to foster and support the development of comprehensive 
and sustainable global Earth Observation (EO) information systems, which will contribute 
to GEOSS activity in the domain of urban areas and natural resources. GEOEssential is 
focusing on Essential Variables (EVs, e.g., climate, water, energy, food, biodiversity) 
linked to selected Societal Benefit Areas (SBAs) and aims to improve the sustainability of 
EO-based indicator systems to support different policy frameworks [39]. 

The project is developing a Knowledge Base to facilitate the linkage between societal 
goals/targets and EVs [22]. The targets are connected to indicators that are report cards 
for the progress towards the targets and planning tool for measures to achieve the targets. 
EVs need to be observed in order to allow a quantification of the indicators. The work of 
GEOEssential contributes to the creation of a GEO knowledge base. In that sense, as GEO 
also aims to building a business ecosystem platform to facilitate knowledge sharing, con-
tent management and communication for specific domains, a core component of the plat-
form should be a searchable database that forms a body of knowledge about a particular 
domain. 

The main improvement within the GEOEssential project is to pilot the link of EVs to 
related SDG indicators through the execution of a model or algorithm, so that direct means 
to retrieve and monitor progress against SDGs can be identified. This creates an “EV-SDG 
knowledge base” that feeds the GEOEssential Knowledge Base and dashboard. As a third 
step, each EV/ (through its relation to SDGs) will be linked to environmental policies and 
data (air-borne and in-situ) providers to complete the whole chain in the environmental 
monitoring. 

As an example, land degradation is a critical global issue requiring immediate action 
to protect biodiversity, and associated services provided by ecosystems, that are support-
ing human quality of life. The indicator 15.3.1 “proportion of land that is degraded over 
total land area” requires regular data production by countries to inform and assess it 
through space and time. Earth Observations (EO) can play an important role both in gen-
erating the indicator in countries where it is missing, and in complementing or enhancing 
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national official data sources. In response to this issue, GEOEssential presents an innova-
tive, scalable and flexible approach to monitor land degradation at various scales (e.g., 
national, regional, global) using various components of the GEOSS platform to leverage 
Earth observation resources for informing SDG 15.3.1 [40]. The NiMMbus system connec-
tion to GEOEssential has been integrated with the GEOEssential services for this indicator 
(https://geoessential.unepgrid.ch/portal/sdg15_3_1.html accessed on 4 March 2021) and 
will be extended to others in the future. With the help of the NiMMbus system users can 
provide insightful feedbacks on both the methodology applied to generate the indicator 
as well as the associated services to access indicators datasets. This enhances and 
strengthen methodology developments as well as data provision based on users’ feed-
backs. Ultimately, this can further assist developing efficient and effective reproducible 
knowledge to adequately measure environmental indicators. Indeed, through the use of 
NiMMbus, the data value chain represented by the Data–Information–Knowledge pattern 
(i.e., data as measurements; information as cleaned and structured data; knowledge as 
contextualized and interpretated information) [3] can be reinforced at each step based on 
users’ feedbacks. 

5.2. Integration for Reproducible Knowledge in ECOPotential Web Map Browser 
ECOPotential is a European Union H2020 project that focused its activities and pilot 

actions on a targeted set of 23 internationally recognized Protected Areas (PAs) in Europe, 
European territories and beyond, blending EO from RS and field measurements, data 
analysis and modelling of current and future ecosystem conditions and services. Several 
products were created or collected for these PAs by ECOPotential partners and presented 
in a map browser, which also includes Landsat and Sentinel 2 imagery. Some of these 
datasets are arranged in time series of different temporal resolutions. 

The ECOPotential map browser (http://maps.ecopotential-project.eu/ accessed on 30 
June 2020) was created in response to user requirements as an evolution of the MiraMon 
map browser software. The Protected Areas from Space browser is a way to discover and 
explore the potential of RS data for the management of 23 PAs without requiring bulky 
downloads or setting up complex RS or GIS tools. The Web map browser uses binary 
arrays with actual values, empowering the JavaScript Web client to operate with the data 
in many ways. Thanks to this approach, the user can analyze big data by performing que-
ries and spatial filters, changing image contrast or color palettes or creating histograms, 
time series profiles and complex calculations [33]. It also integrates metadata and quality 
descriptions associated with each dataset and integrates the NiMMbus system to store 
geospatial user feedback for each dataset and style. Figure 10 shows the Web map browser 
and how the NiMMbus is integrated at these two levels. Both Feedback menu options trig-
ger the widget and shows the previous user feedback items (if any) for the dataset or the 
style and allow describing new ones (as for the general test example described before in 
Figure 8). 
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Figure 10. (a) ECOPotential map browser (http://maps.ecopotential-project.eu/ accessed on 30 June 2020) showing the 
NDVI style of the Sentinel 2 L2A dataset on 19th February 2019 over Murgia Alta protected area. (b) Widget integration 
to give feedback of the Sentinel 2 L2A dataset: Selected area in (a) is blown up, showing the context menu for the dataset. 
(c) Widget integration to give feedback for the NDVI style within the same dataset. 

The innovative analytical operations in the Web map browser allow the user to di-
rectly interact with the data to create new datasets. A simple, but still meaningful, example 
is the creation of a new remote sensing index using the embedded Layer Calculator, which 
can compute on-the-fly new datasets by applying map algebra to abovementioned binary 
arrays [41]. Figure 11a shows how Normalized Burn Ratio can be defined by applying the 
formula NBR = (B08 − B12)/(B08 + B12) on Sentinel 2 bands. The result is considered a new 
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style on the dataset and added below the last one. Since it is user-created, this style has a 
special context menu allowing it to be shared using NiMMbus (see Figure 11b). This op-
tion will trigger the specific widget to share reproducible usage, the one including certain 
code to reproduce a usage in a certain platform (Figure 7 contains this precise example). 
At a later time, since the style has been publicly shared, other users can ask for styles for 
a certain dataset (with the last option menu for each dataset Retrieve styles, which can be 
seen in Figure 10b) and their description will be retrieved (see Figure 11c). When the but-
ton Apply is pressed, the user would have transparently reproduced a usage previously 
saved and shared by another user. This example is a proof of concept that will underpin 
sharing of complex procedures in the near future, by sharing them as feedback items that 
contribute to the knowledge creation by sharing code, scripts and operations. 

 

 

(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 11. (a) Window to describe the definition of a new computed layer, i.e., Normalized Burn Ratio. (b) The computed 
layer added as a new style, with a particular Share Style context menu. (c) Menu option to retrieve the previous shared 
styles/typically by with other users) and how they can be applied. 

6. Discussion 
Most of the time, user opinions on data products are only heard when producers 

actively elicit their needs, for example through questionnaires. Users should have not to 
wait until they are asked for this information, and can help each other by making public 
their feedback and knowledge. Supplementary data models, technical tools, and APIs can 
facilitate this publication, and thus help to support fitness-for-purpose assessment among 
the many geospatial resources now on offer. The models and tools presented here are de-
signed to fill the gaps identified by Comber et al. [42] for ensuring that data descriptions 
are more relevant to users: 
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1. Critiques of the data from academic and industrial papers: The GUF provides numer-
ous opportunities to link metadata to publications of various types, to make continued 
linkages over the lifetime of a published dataset, and to facilitate direct access to the 
cited documents through use of DOIs and other resolvable links. 

2. Expert opinions of relations to other datasets: The GUF permits exactly such networks 
of links to be built up by the use of secondary and supplementary targets. Mainte-
nance of such links permits a much-improved process of data discovery and poten-
tially allows datasets to be grouped according to the data against which they have 
been benchmarked, derived, or combined. 

3. Experiential metadata: The GUF gives a wide range of opportunities for comments, 
usage reports, etc. to be associated with a dataset. Moreover, the extension permits 
the delivery of code and tools to process and visualize the data in reproducible ways; 
generating new information that incrementally creates knowledge by communicating 
methodologies and conclusions of studies. In other words, this allows to describe ex-
periences of using the data, either organized from an application or disciplinary per-
spective. 
These needs have been covered by the evolution of the OGC GUF standard. Since 

many producers generate and distribute ISO 19139 based geospatial metadata describing 
the resources, we recognize the value of aligning feedback to the ISO process. Actually, 
the Joint Advisory Group (JAG) was created with the mission of harmonizing ISO and 
OGC efforts and to proposing new working items to the ISO TC 211. Technically GUF 
reuses elements from ISO 19139, and GUF XML codification was done with the same 
methodology as ISO uses to transform UML models into XML schemas. That is why feed-
back item files have the look and feel of ISO XML documents. 

Usually metadata records about a resource are created by the producer of the re-
source using ISO 19139 XML files, with a MD_Metadata root element. In GUF each feed-
back can be represented in an independent XML file with a GUF_FeedbackIteem root el-
ement. A new class could be created to integrate producerMetadata (MD_Metadata) and 
an array of feedbackItems (GUF_FeedbackItem) in a single document. Nevertheless, we 
think it is necessary to gather user feedback independently from the producer metadata 
to guarantee their independence and the transparency of the process. 

We have demonstrated that, technically, the system can be integrated in different 
catalogues, no matter what type of data they are offering. It is possible to report feedback 
and knowledge on raster data (e.g., remote sensed), vector datasets (official street center-
lines, crowdsourced OpenStreetMap) or in-situ data (e.g., observation datastreams), and 
even on more novel and unstructured content, as long as resources have global and 
unique identifiers. In fact, the system presented here was integrated in modeling tools 
(e.g., http://nextgeoss.itc.utwente.nl/ebv/ accessed 4 March 2021) as well as in nodes of a 
network graph (e.g., http://www.eneon.net/graph accessed 30 November 2019). We have 
demonstrated that the integration in web pages using the presented widget is simple and 
can be done in a couple of hours with minimum knowledge about HTML or JavaScript. It 
is also possible to integrate the system in desktop applications but this will require the use 
of the service API. This API gives more control on the information retrieved but requires 
more time and experience for integration. 

To make the widget as natural and usable as possible, the amount of information 
presented and the aesthetics can be controlled by a CSS stylesheet. Some users of the sys-
tem suggested that the presentation of the list of previous feedbacks could be improved 
by including a heading with summaries and aggregated information. An initial section 
may include overall ratings as well as the number of comments and references. In fact, a 
data model for feedback summaries was introduced in the official GUF standard but has 
not yet been implemented. Another suggestion for increasing usability was related to re-
mote sensing time series. Initially, feedback was only associated to individual scenes of a 
time series, but for some products, there are so many scenes that it is rare to find two users 
interested in the same scene. By associating the time series identifier as a secondary target 
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of feedback items, we were able to make feedback more visible to users. Finally, users 
have expressed the need for specifically responding to a feedback or knowledge item; a 
functionality which is foreseen in the official GUF model (adding dependencies between 
feedback items), but not yet implemented. 

Motivating users to provide feedback and knowledge to the system is difficult and 
takes time. The incentives and barriers for participation have been recently studied in an-
other form of distributed participation: The citizen science domain [43]. Incentives and 
barriers can be understood following the theory of planned behavior that classifies the 
factors that facilitate participation in: Personal attitudes, normative forces, and constraint 
conditions [44]. People may approach a participatory system out of technological curios-
ity, or a wish for fun or entertainment. However, they will only remain engaged with it if 
it provides a way to expand their skills, get attribution or satisfy their information needs 
and socialization demands. People contributing experiences and ideas about a dataset will 
expect some social recognition, but also a more direct response from the producers of the 
data. This could take the form of advice on how to solve an issue found on data, rectifica-
tion of mistakes observed, direct access to more documentation or even free access to high 
resolution data or processing facilities. The lack of clarity on the attribution policies that 
obfuscates recognition could be a key barrier to users actively considering participation 
[45]. 

Perhaps a better way to ensure that researchers and technicians openly approach a 
user feedback and knowledge system is to create a moral or legal obligation to do so. Dur-
ing the last years, the European Commission has promoted the adoption of open access 
for scientific research result [46]. The obligation to make project results open is now part 
of EC research contracts, and dissemination efforts go beyond the scientific community. 
Some journals have also opened the peer review process and further changes in the land-
scape will emerge. We believe that more collaborative knowledge sharing and data user 
feedback should be part of this transformation and should be gradually accepted and 
morally valued by the community. 

7. Conclusions 
Despite the efforts made by standards organizations, such as the OGC Geospatial 

User Feedback and the W3C Dataset Usage Vocabulary, that define data models for in-
teroperable exchange of user feedback attached to datasets, there are not many implemen-
tations that go beyond star ratings and comments. This paper covers this need by propos-
ing a comprehensive implementation (covering a richer set of use cases) that can easily be 
integrated in existing Web data catalogues and data portals. The popularity of the Web 
APIs is fast growing because they facilitate a well-documented set of operations to interact 
with services. Unfortunately, implementing them on an HTML and JavaScript portal still 
requires advanced programming skills, in particular when dealing with asynchronous 
calls. JavaScript libraries responding to user events (e.g., mouse clicks) are a much easier 
option to implement and hide the complexities of the APIs. The implementation, inte-
grated in the NEXTGEOSS data hub and community portals and in the GEOEssential 
dashboard, covers most of the identified use cases and demonstrates the validity of the 
data model. 

This paper demonstrates that, with minimum modifications, the user feedback model 
can be used to cover experiential metadata and knowledge. Following this approach, an-
yone using the same dataset can benefit from the previous knowledge created, can learn 
from previous experiences and can contribute to the repository of knowledge. Most of the 
official elements of the OGC GUF standard can be used to communicate knowledge, but, 
with the small modifications proposed, the data model is capable of making this descrip-
tion reproducible by others and conclusions testable. The implementation presented on 
top of the ECOPotential data portal illustrates how to share knowledge together with the 
operations that led to it in different protected areas. 
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The approach presented here supports the collaborative process where users and 
groups incrementally and dynamically create knowledge elements and link them to the 
data sources. It is complementary to the more static approach proposed by other 
knowledge bases (such as the GEOSS Knowledge hub) where knowledge elements are 
aggregated and distributed as a package. Traditional producer information is thus en-
riched by and connected to dynamic user reports, allowing fuller evaluation of datasets’ 
relevance and resulting in enhanced traceability, trustworthiness and transparency within 
GEOSS. 

In the future, other extensions of the GUF model can be proposed for example to 
explore how the presented feedback mechanism can be combined with more classical ap-
proaches that producers apply to find out about new usages of the data; such as responses 
to questionnaires sent to customers or information collected in user support lines. Another 
extension could deal with the capability to chain feedback elements to build a narrative 
composed by a sequence of steps (feedback item workflows) or to build a story map cre-
ated as a sequence of data views, analytical operations and results. 

Regarding the implementation, the use of co-design methodologies with broader in-
volvement of users is necessary to improve the usability of the interfaces and prioritize 
their favorite functionalities. These conversations can also result in the detection of new 
requirements not covered by the current model which will lead to further GUF extensions. 
All efforts will be in vain if we cannot keep users motivated. There is a need for applying 
social science theory on behavior habits to study the factors that increase motivation and 
to remove participation barriers. The NiMMbus system will be constantly promoted in 
different context to extend the pool of users contributing feedback and collaboratively 
creating knowledge. 
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